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Agenda

● Evolution of the Oboe & Bassoon

● Musical excerpts from different musical eras

● Demo/ Questions?



What is an Oboe?
- oboe is double-reed woodwind instrument 
- has several other names:

= English oboe

= French hautbois

= Italian oboe

= German Oboe



What is a Bassoon?
- Bassoon is a double-reed woodwind instrument
- has several other names:

= English Bassoon

= French basson

= Italian fagotto

= German Fagott





On a French Manuscript:
Saint-Saens: Javotte



On a German Manuscript:
Mahler Symphony No. 2



How to play Oboe
- two reeds that are placed face-to-face and are strapped 

to the metal pipe with strings vibrate through a tube
- Range is less than clarinet
- Bore is conical, not cylindrical; richer sound; easy to hear



How to play Bassoon
- Same as oboe
- Reed mouthpiece has a slightly different shape; more like a fan
- Bore is conical, not cylindrical; lower & mellow sound



Making a reed
- Buy gouged cane 

from music store



Making a reed
- Soak cane in 

water for shaping



Making a reed
- Split the cane into 

2 or 3 depending 
on size



Making a reed
- Narrow the ends 

of the cane  
- this will form the 

base when folded 



Making a reed
- Shape and dry 

the cane on a 
clamp for 2 days



Making a reed
- Cut the bent part 

off 
- This forms the tip



Making a reed
- Secure the reed 

on a ‘staple’ base
- Use nylon trhead

that has been 
waxed (through 
beeswax)



Making a reed
- Tie the reed as 

tightly as possible 
with no spaces 
between the coils



Making a reed
- Scrape the reed
- Keep the reed 

moist



Making a reed
- Insert plaque to 

separate two 
blades of the 
reed



Making a reed
- Scrape the tip to 

make it thinner



Making a reed
- There are certain 

ways to scrape 
reeds

- Depends on 
instrument and 
style



Making a reed
- Test it, test it, test 

it
- “Crow”



Medieval (c.1150 - c.1400)
- Shawm = important early double reed
- Different sizes
- Loud sound = best for outdoor
- Easy to play
- Limited tone and range
- No keys
- Often had a cover



Jacob Lodico
The Shawm Player

Peabody Institute of the John Hopkins University





Renaissance (c.1400 - c.1600)
● Shawm still used; oboe not 

invented yet
● replaced by deeper double-reed 

instruments such as Dulcian
● Dulcian was flexible with exposed 

reed Could be played outdoors or 
indoors (strong or soft)

● Could accompany choirs
● Used extensively for next 150 years





Baroque (c.1600 - c.1750)
● 17th c. Shawn evolved to hautbois (or 

hautboy/hoboy)
● Removed lip rest and reed cover

● 1712: Martin Hotteterre invented the 
bassoon (3-4 keys added)

● Hotteterre also invented transverse 
flute & hautbois (baroque oboe)

● Dulcian was used at prior to bassoon
● No finger keys for dulcian





Classical (c.1750 - c.1830)
● Oboe:  bore narrowed
● 3rd key added
● Octave key helped increase oboe 

repertoire range
● 1825: oboe had 15 tones holes and 10 

keys
● German (bigger, darker) and French 

version (smaller, brighter)



Classical (c.1750 - c.1830)
● Not much change to bassoon, a few more keys added
● Bassoon had trouble catching up to other instruments
● Poor sound quality and technique



Early Romantic (c.1830 - c.1920)
● Using Boehm flute model, the Boehm system oboe was created
● Triebert and Barret made fine adjustments that led to modern oboe



Early Romantic (c.1830 - c.1920)
● Almenraeder and Heckel

open up workshop to make 
bassoon

● Most technically complete, 
agile and bassoon yet

● 17 keys evolve to 25-27 keys



Early Romantic (c.1830 - c.1920)
● Cor Anglais 
● (*5th lower than oboe)

● Contrabass bassoon
● Similar range to serpent, tuba, 

contrabass clarinet



20th Century (c.1920 - Present)
● 2-4 oboe
● 2-4 bassoon players



Gabriel’s 
Oboe, By 

Ennio 
Morricone



Outside of the Classical Realm...

● popular and jazz 
music feature oboe 
and bassoon 

● Oboe and bassoon 
solos happens often 
in movie music

● Oboe and bassoon 
replaced by saxes in 
some military band



ACTION ITEM!

Video notes:

What sound do you prefer? 
Oboe or Bassoon? (or their predecessors?)



Construction


